The idea of separate financial and 'real' circulations of capital within economies has recently been complemented by that of barriers between economies, with capital generated in some countries flowing to others, and so becoming unavailable for domestic use. Although the removal of barriers to international capital flow has partly predicated on the idea that this would allow its reallocation to places of scarcity, promoting more even development, 'perverse' capital flows from places of scarcity to places of abundance have long been the norm. Financial capital flows from high-saving low-income countries to low-saving high-income countries, even though these are supposedly far richer in productive capital (in all except perhaps its 'natural' forest and mineral form). Multinational manufacturing investment continues to flow to lower-income from higher-income countries, long after these have 'deindustrialised' to the extent of being only the world's organizers and financiers of production, with China its workshop.
Both developments might make saving on capital at the enterprise level consistent with the continuous build-up of capital at the system level. Or, conversely, they might allow accumulation of capital by individuals and enterprises while system-level capital becomes increasingly scarce. But any further exploration of why capital disappears, or where it disappears to, requires a clearer definition of what it is.
Capital as financing ahead of production
Capital was initially defined as the money needed to finance production, by meeting the cost of raw materials, wages and other inputs that needed to be met in advance of any saleable output (Hodgson 2014) . This could take the form of actual sums raised, through the entrepreneur's previous saving or issuance of shares. Or it could consist of loans -from suppliers (not taking payment until output has been sold), from an intermediary lender (such as a bank) or even from customers (making payment in advance). This tends now to be called 'working capital', to distinguish it from the other types posited since.
With industrialization, the definition was extended to cover machinery and other produced items which enable production without being used up in the course of it. These 'fixed' capital items
